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New requirements in packaging areas For many
years the packaging area was comprised of a standard
bench or table with storage for packaging material.
This trend has changed drastically during the last few
years as packaging areas are taking on additional
processes including: light assembly, test, re-packaging,
custom labelling, shipping and quality control. Reporting,
traceability, and information sharing have become
part of most pack and ship processes. This demand for
information creats new technology demands as well as
an organized, productive packaging environment.
Sovella - with more than 40 years of experience in
manufacturing human workspace solutions - recognized
this changing requirement and the products in this
catalog have been specifically designed to address the
demands of today’s modern packaging work spaces.
The 2500+ standard items Sovella offers are easily
interchangeable and enable our customers to create
productive and ergonomic packaging solutions with
ease.
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Sovella's packaging benches are designed for activities
where productivity, efficiency, and effective working
conditions are of utmost importance. In shipping or
packaging areas these include sorting, bagging,
collating, labeling, carton packing, weighing, re-packing,
order picking, relabeling, coding, spot gluing, kitting and
assembly or package to order activities.
Sovella packaging solutions are used in industries
such as electronics, health care (pharmaceutical, fine
mechanics), luxury, aviation, nanotech, military, and
clean room based technology as well as third party
logistics centers.

Create Your Personal Packaging Station!

Packaging Bench
Order No 14-C10041286
Concept™ packaging workstation 36 x 60
equipped with roll storage, triple layer cutting unit,
perforated tool storage plus a carton storage shelf.

Pick-and-Pack Bench
Order No 14-C10141150
Concept™ Crank workstation 36 x 60, adjustable in
height and equipped with a Bin rail for small component
storage, a CPU holder, Monitor/Keyboard holder,
Carton storage and a Mobile Drawer unit.

Repack workstation
Order No 14-C10341240
Motorized workstation 36 x 72 with maximum
storage for folded carton boxes. Tools can be easily
stored in the drawer unit. Workstation comes with
perforated tool plate, metal shelf M36x15.74",
terminal and monitor/keyboard holder.

Pack-to-Order Cornerstone™ Bench
Order No 14-C12041105
Cornerstone™ workstation frame 36 x 60 with carton
shelves, printer platform, monitor and CPU holder. Scale
table is optional.
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Sovella workstation frames are available in 5 standard offerings:
Concept™: sturdy and plenty of leg space, 1100 lbs capacity
Concept™ Crank: Plenty of leg space and manual height adjustment, 1100 lbs capacity static, 440 lbs dynamic
Concept™ Motor: Ideal sit stand or task specific working conditions, 1100 lbs capacity static, 660 lbs dynamic
Cornerstone™ Table: Simple and effective, 1500 lbs capacity
FlexFlow™ Frame: Stand alone or integrated into a packing system
*All models can be equipped with Sovella accessories to create productive packaging solutions.

The items shown in this catalog are a small
selection of Sovella’s wide range of workspace
solutions. Contact your local Sovella distributor
for additional information.
Carton boxes, monitors, etc are for display purposes
only and are not included in our offering.
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Efficiency by Optimal Positioning
of Components and Tools
Smart Packaging
Sovella offers the world’s widest range of standard interchangeable
accessories that guarantee an individually optimized packing solution. Due
to the modularity, Sovella packaging benches and solutions can be easily
adapted to the ever changing packaging environment.
The accessories that fit between the slotted uprights are available in various
width or upright module sizes. Mounting a single, double or even triple
upright module to a bench allows optimal positioning of components and
tools, reducing cycle times and increasing productivity while maintaining
proper ergonomic posture.
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Module size

The module (M) size refers
to the nominal distance
between two slotted
uprights from the middle of
the tube. The module size is
used to find the appropriate
accessories.

Sovella Turn Key Solutions
Many Fortune 500 companies have utilized our project services. Sovella’s design-tomanufacturing capabilities are unlimited and our experience in production principle - such
as lean manufacturing - are unsurpassed.
PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Workstations

Please contact your local distributor for more information about Sovella’s Project Services.
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As the world’s leading
manufacturer of industrial
furniture, we can offer turn
key solutions by combining
our wide range of standard
items, and customized
product capabilities.

Packaging Solution Table Frames
Concept™ Height Adjustable Packing Tables
Concept™ packaging worktables are designed for the needs
of the packing industry, where ergonomic qualities are an
important requirement. There are many possible adjustments, all
components fit together seamlessly, and each detail is designed
for real world functionality. The workstation adapts to the work
process and the needs of the user. As a result all movements of
the user can be optimized, which in turn increases performance
and productivity and decreases work-related stress.

Modular design provides total integration with the existing
system and the potential to flexibly adapt to changes in the
environment. Concept™ worktables are height adjustable in
manual, motorized and hand crank versions. All Concept™ frames
can be equipped with casters to create mobile workstation
solutions.

Concept™ Manual
Size
Max Load lbs
30” x 60” x 26.38”-44.10”
1100
36” x 60” x 26.38”-44.10”
1100
30” x 72” x 26.38”-44.10”
1100
36” x 72” x 26.38”-44.10”
1100
*Part number includes 3/4” T-mold table top worksurface.

Order No.
10035032
14-1003565
10035033
14-1003564

Order No. w/ top
*14-C10041108
*14-C10041281
*14-C10041109
*14-C10041282

Order No.
10135032
14-1013503
10135033
14-1013504

Order No. w/ top
*14-C10141108
*14-C10141151
*14-C10141109
*14-C10141152

Order No.
10335132
14-10335173
10335133
14-10335174

Order No. w/ top
*14-C10341108
*14-C10341241
*14-C10341109
*14-C10341242

Concept™ Handcrank
Size
Max Load lbs
30” x 60” x 26.38”-44.10”
500 dynamic/1100 static
36” x 60” x 26.38”-44.10”
500 dynamic/1100 static
30” x 72” x 26.38”-44.10”
500 dynamic/1100 static
36” x 72” x 26.38”-44.10”
500 dynamic/1100 static
*Part number includes 3/4” T-mold table top worksurface.

Cornerstone™ Height Adjustable Packing Tables
Cornerstone™ worktables are standard tables that are suitable for a broad range of packaging tasks. The Cornerstone™ table is
guaranteed for regular use with weights up to 1500 Lbs. This degree of strength is achieved by using a solid table structure. The Basic™
upright table is ideal for lighter use, when some additional workspace is needed. The slotted upright frame allows for the use of
different accessories.

Cornerstone™ Packing Table Frame
Size
Max Load lbs
30” x 60” x 27.56”-43.31”
1500
36” x 60” x 27.56”-43.31”
1500
30” x 72” x 27.56”-43.31”
1500
36” x 72” x 27.56”-43.31”
1500
*Part number includes 3/4” T-mold table top worksurface.

Order No.
14-12035136
14-12035137
14-12035138
14-12035139

Order No. w/ top
*14-C1204196
*14-C1204198
*14-C1204197
*14-C1204199
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Concept™ Motor
Size
Max Load lbs
30” x 60” x 26.38”-44.10”
660 dynamic/1100 static
36” x 60” x 26.38”-44.10”
660 dynamic/1100 static
30” x 72” x 26.38”-44.10”
660 dynamic/1100 static
36” x 72” x 26.38”-44.10”
660 dynamic/1100 static
*Part number includes 3/4” T-mold table top worksurface.
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Packaging Table Worksurfaces
Worksurfaces
Size
Order No.
POSTFORMED LAMINATE
30” x 60”
14-9684111
36” x 60”
14-9684118
30” x 72”
14-9684112
36” x 72”
14-9684119
MELAMINE
30” x 60”
14-9754111
36” x 60”
14-9754114
30” x 72”
14-9754112
36” x 72”
14-9754115

Size
MAPLE
30” x 60”
36” x 60”
30” x 72”
36” x 72”
STAINLESS STEEL
30” x 60”
36” x 60”
30” x 72”
36” x 72”

Order No.
14-9650013
14-9650021
14-9650014
14-9650022
14-9660011
14-9660018
14-9660012
14-9660019

*Other workstation sizes and surface materials available. Contact your Sovella representative for more information.

FlexFlow Frames
FlexFlow™ Frames

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Worksurfaces and FlexFlow™

FlexFlow™ shelving can be used as a standalone solution or integrated
into a packaging, resulting in faster throughput, less WIP, higher
productivity and managed inventories. The entire packaging process
will become more efficient. FlexFlow™ can easily be customized to
the application and operator using a wide range of accessories. When
FlexFlow™ is equipped for, and adjusted to individual needs the whole
process benefits.

FlexFlow™ Frames
Available in 2 footprint sizes of 30” x 36” and 36” x 36” with 3 roller beds.
Size
Max Load lbs
Order No.
M30 x 36”
1320
C80135033
M36 x 36”
1320
C80235033

FlexFlow™ Frame Extensions
Available in 2 footprint sizes of 30” x 36” and 36” x 36” with 3 roller beds.
Size
Max Load lbs
Order No.
M30 x 36”
1320
C80135133
M36 x 36”
1320
C80235133
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Scale Support
Sovella scale support provides and adjustable
undersurface support system allowing the scale to
be flush with the worksurface height. Scale support
can accommodate scale heights from 2-6 inches
and footprints up to 12” x 12” and up to 20” x 20”.
Worksurfaces can be custom made to order to locate the
scale well in a specific location in the surface.

Packing Table Top with Scale Well
2”-6” of height adjustment
Description		
30” x 60” melamine worksurface with 20” x 20” scale well
36” x 60” melamine worksurface with 20” x 20” scale well
30” x 72” melamine worksurface with 20” x 20” scale well
36” x 72” melamine worksurface with 20” x 20” scale well
30” x 60” melamine worksurface with 12” x 12” scale well
36” x 60” melamine worksurface with 12” x 12” scale well
30” x 72” melamine worksurface with 12” x 12” scale well
36” x 72” melamine worksurface with 12” x 12” scale well

Order No.
14-9754130
14-9754131
14-9754132
14-9754133
14-9754147
14-9754148
14-9754149
14-9754150

Order No.
14-94041877
14-94041878

Scale/Carton Table
Small table for positioning of scale or master carton box. Table
top dimension 29.52” x 23.62”, adjustable in height by uding
tools. Also available as a trolley.
Description		
29.52” x .75” x 21.25”-37”		
29.52” x .75” x 25.78”-41.53” (on wheels)

Order No.
14-C70141201
14-C70141202

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Scale Support

Scale Well Support
Description		
Scale well support with leveling screws for 12” x 12” x 5” top
Scale well support with leveling screws for 20” x 20” x 5” top
*Top not included.
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Packaging Solution Components
Slotted Upright
The core in flexibility, Sovella slotted upright tubes make the workstation work. The slotted
upright tube allows many Sovella accessories to be easily attached to the packing table. The
tubes can be attached to Concept™ packing tables to create M30, M36, M48, M53, M60,
or M72 upright bays. Upright attachment kit is only necessary when uprights are placed at
each corner of the workstation.
Description		
height: 39.21”, effective height: 27.95”
height: 53.50”, effective height: 42.32”
height: 62.28”, effective height: 51.18”
Upright attachment set for Cornerstone™ frame

Order No.
860367-35
860024-35
860025-35
852581-35

Top Shelf
Metal shelf mounts to upright, 176 lbs maximum load. Shelf can be easily equipped with
metal tube dividers for storage of carton boxes, envelopes, bags, etc.
Module Size
M48
M53
M60
M72

Dimensions
45.94” x 15.74”
53.97” x 15.74”
57.75” x 15.74”
69.80” x 15.74”

Max Load
176
176
176
176

Order No.
E819798-35
859013-35
859015-35
859018-35

Bottom Shelf
Metal shelf mounts to upright, 120 lbs maximum load. Shelf can be easily equipped with
metal dividers for storage of carton boxes. Depth 23.62”, brackets included.
Table Width
Shelf Dimensions
60
45.94” x 23.62”
72
57.75” x 23.62”
Concept
60
45.94” x 23.62”
(crank & motor) 72
57.75” x 23.62”
Cornerstone
60
57.79” x 15.74”
72
69.80” x 15.74”
*These items include the bar for the Concept table frame.

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Components

Table Frame
Concept

Optional Packaging
Shelf Dividers
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Max Load
120 lbs
120 lbs
120 lbs
120 lbs
120 lbs
120 lbs

Order No.
14-85935182*
14-85935183*
859025-35
859028-35
859035-35
859038-35

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Components

Packaging Solution Components
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Packaging Solution Components
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H-Leg track bracket pair				
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890290-35

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Components

Packaging Solution Components
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PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Components

Packaging Solution Components
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PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Components

Packaging Solution Components
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Packaging Solution Components
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Packaging Solution Components
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Packaging Solution Components

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Components

Packaging Solution Technology Components
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PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Technology Components

Packaging Solution Technology Components
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PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Trolleys and Carts

Packaging Solution Trolleys and Carts
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PACKAGING SOLUTIONS Trolleys and Carts

Packaging Solution Trolleys and Carts
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